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TEACHING FIRST AID IN THE SCHOOLS

Further instructions on the teaching of First Aid in schools are

issued today (Friday) by the Foard of Education in a.pamphlet distributed

to all State-aided schools in England end Wales,

Since the outbreak of war there has been a marked increase in the

teaching of this subject in the elementary schools but the Board state

that in some cases the instruction is too theoretical and elaborate for

children*

The primary aim of first aid training for children is to equip them

to deal as effectively as possible with such emergencies as they are likely
to meet when more expert assistance is not immediately available. It is

desirable that children should be taught that they con be useful in emer-

gencies: -

By knowing where doctors, police or first aiders con be

found, and by summoning help by telephone or the quickest means

available, One practical step is to ensure that as many of

the older children as possible do actually know how to use a

telephone.

By sheltering and comforting the patient.

By knowing where blankets, first aid equipment, etc,

one kept and getting them quickly; and by getting hot water

and tea.

By removing sources of further danger.

By stopping bleeding.

By treating shock.

By covering wounds with clean dressings..

By recognising the need for and applying artificial

respiration,

It is clearly dangerous for children to be given more advanced training
than their age, experience and sense of responsibility warrant* They should be

taught how to apply simple dressings and bandages, and how to deal with scalds,

bums, fainting, sprains and simple grazes and cuts; but they should not

be allowed to think they are competent to deal with fnactures, apply

tourniquets, or treat serious injuries unless they have been selected for

their aptitude in first aid work to have more advanced training* end they
should cleanly understand the dangers of their trying to move persons who have

met with serious accidents, or to do anything (except treat for shock and

send immediately for skilled help) in cases of obviously serious injury.

The Board suggests that an essential part of the training should be

practical exercises in small groups or teams.

The ability to keep a cool heal, behave sensibly and act deliberately

can best be acquired through individual and team competitions, or through
" dramatised" practice in which some of the flustering conditions of an

accident are reproduced.
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